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MLC Managed Account Strategies added to Macquarie 
Wrap   

Rising adviser demand for professionally managed, diversified portfolios  

Monday 26 October, 2020 

 
MLC today announced its MLC Managed Account Strategies is now available on Macquarie Wrap, responding to 
adviser and investor demand and further expanding access to MLC’s recognised investment expertise.  
 
Launched in July 2020, MLC Managed Account Strategies is also available via the MLC Wrap and Navigator 
platforms. 
 
Macquarie Wrap currently has $86.6bn funds on platform.1 Macquarie Wrap has serviced the Australian market for 
20 years and is committed to delivering the best digital wealth solutions for advisers and clients. 
 
MLC Group Executive, Asset Management, Garry Mulcahy said the addition of MLC Managed Account Strategies 
reflected a continued appetite among investors and clients to access professionally managed portfolios. 
 
“We have a strong heritage of managing multi-asset diversified portfolios and via our managed accounts offering, 
we are able to expand access to more Australians.  
 
“MLC Managed Account Strategies have been built based on the valued feedback of financial advisers and their 
clients across the country. The portfolios are designed to ensure clients are well positioned to achieve their 
investment goals, in line with their risk appetite and preferences,” Mr Mulcahy said. 
 
Catering to client preferences 
 
To meet the unique preferences of clients, MLC offers Premium model portfolios, which are fully active portfolios 
positioned to take advantage of market opportunities, and Value model portfolios, which use a combination of 
active and passive investments to add value whilst lowering investment costs.  
 
The managed accounts leverage MLC’s proven investment management expertise and Investment Futures 
Framework2, with asset allocation across the ‘moderate’, ‘assertive’ and ‘aggressive’ portfolios designed and 
actively managed by MLC Asset Management. The portfolios are strategically diversified across asset classes and 
tap the expertise of high-quality fund managers from around the globe, aligned to the stated risk profile and 
objective.  
 
The contemporary structure also incorporates market-leading reporting and enables direct ownership in the 
underlying assets, providing client flexibility and tax-efficiencies.  
 
Growth in managed accounts  
 
Australian’s now have nearly $80bn3 invested in managed accounts as investors and their advisers continue to be 
attracted to the simplicity of accessing professionally managed portfolios, which offer exposure to leading 
investment managers, while allowing them transparency and to retain direct ownership of the underlying 
investments.  
 
Commenting on the continued take up of managed accounts, Mr Mulcahy said it was no surprise the investment 
solution was the fastest-growing segment of the wealth industry. 
 

 
1 As at 30 June 20, Funds on platform includes Macquarie Wrap and Vision 
2 MLC: www.mlcam.com.au/our-investment-managers/mlc-managed-account-strategies/our-approach 
3 Institute of Managed Accounts Professional (IMAP), 31 December 2019 
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“The transparent, efficient and goal-focused characteristics of managed accounts are understandably appealing to 
advisers and their clients. 
 
“I expect this trend to continue and even to accelerate following the extreme market volatility experienced earlier 
this year. Advisers and clients alike are seeing the value of professionally managed, fully diversified portfolios to 
better manage risk and return to help them achieve their goals. 
 
“Looking ahead, we will continue to evolve our solution to meet the changing needs of advisers and their clients, 
adding other offers that draw on our deep knowledge of the investment and advice landscape,” Mr Mulcahy 
concluded. 
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Important Information 
This information has been prepared by MLC Asset Management Pty Limited (ABN 44 106 427 472 AFSL 308953) (MLCAM), a member of the 
National Australia Bank Limited (ABN 12 004 044 937) group of companies (NAB Group). NAB does not guarantee or otherwise accept any 
liability in respect of any financial product referred to in this document, or MLCAM’s services. MLCAM may use the services of NAB Group 
companies where it makes good business sense to do so and will benefit customers. Amounts paid for these services are always negotiated on 
an arm’s length basis.  

MLC Managed Account Strategies are available via investment platforms, which implement Model Portfolios based on the investment 
manager’s advice.  MLC’s investment platforms are operated by Navigator Australia Limited, a member of the NAB Group. For details of 
availability on MLC investment platforms please go to the MLC Asset Management website (www.mlcam.com.au). For details of availability on 
Macquarie platforms, please go to Macquarie Investment Management Limited’s website (www.macquarie.com.au).You should obtain a Product 
Disclosure Statement relating to the investment platform and consider it before making any decision about whether to acquire or continue to 
hold interests in the Model Portfolios. 

This information constitutes general advice only. It has been prepared without taking account of an investor’s objectives, financial situation or 
needs.  Because of that, an investor should, before acting on the advice, consider the appropriateness of the advice, having regard to that 
investor’s objectives, financial situation and needs.  
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